
A is for Awesome

Awesome Display
The excellent quality of the 6.4″ Infinity-U display and the smooth 
90 Hz refresh rate ensure a first-class multimedia experience. 
Whether you’re gaming, watching movies, or simply surfing the 
web – you can enjoy all types of content in top quality.

Awesome Camera
Thanks to the quad main camera, you can take the best pictures 
and videos in every situation with your new Galaxy A33 5G. With 
optical image stabilization, the 48 MP main sensor camera allows 
you to get even sharper results. Shoot spectacular wide-angle 
photos with the ultra-wide camera (8 MP), take cool portraits with 
the depth-sensor camera (5 MP), or capture the smallest details in 
top quality with the macro camera (2 MP)! The 13 MP front camera is 
perfect for fantastic selfies.

Awesome Performance
Are you often on the move or do you consume a lot of multimedia 
content? Then you’re in good hands with the long-lasting 5000 mAh 
battery. Perhaps you still need a quick recharge? No problem! With 
25 W fast charging, your Galaxy A33 5G can be recharged in no 
time. The 128 GB memory and 6 GB RAM ensure top performance, 
even with demanding games. What’s more, the Galaxy A33 5G is 
water- and dust-resistant (IP67).

The new Galaxy A33 5G with its 6.4″ sAMOLED display and 
lightning-fast 5G connectivity offers you a superb user 
experience. With the great quad camera you can capture 
super-sharp photos and videos, and the 5000 mAh battery 
with fast-charging technology allows you to enjoy even 
longer movie or gaming sessions without interruption. 

Galaxy A33 5G highlights
 ∙6.4″ sAMOLED display, 1080 × 2400 FHD+, 90Hz
 ∙Quad main camera: 48 MP OIS / 8 MP / 5 MP / 2 MP
 ∙ 13 MP front camera
 ∙6 GB RAM, 128 GB memory
 ∙5000 mAh battery with Fast Charging technology
 ∙On-display fingerprint scanner
 ∙Dual SIM + microSD card
 ∙ IP67 Water and dust resistance
 ∙Available colors: Awesome Black, White, Peach or Blue
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